In the Mandelbrot set, the bulbs attached directly to the main cardioid are called the p=q-bulbs. The reason for this is that the largest component of the interior of these bulbs consists of c-values for which the quadratic function Q c (z) = z 2 + c admits an attracting cycle with rotation number p=q. In this paper we give a geometric method to read o p=q from the geometry of the antenna attached to the bulb. 1
Introduction
Our goal in this paper is to describe a geometric method of \reading o " dynamical information about the orbits of Q c (z) = z 2 + c from geometric information about the parameter plane for this family, the well known Mandelbrot set. Recall that the Mandelbrot set M is given by the set of complex c-values for which the orbit of 0 under the quadratic function Q c (z) = z 2 + c does not tend to in nity. It is known that many of the components of the One of the fascinating and folkloric features of the Mandelbrot set is that one can often read o p=q directly from the geometry of the corresponding bulb. For the p=q bulb admits an antenna that consists of a junction point from which exactly q spokes emanate. One of these spokes is attached directly to the bulb. This spoke is called the principal spoke. For many of these bulbs, the \shortest" spoke attached to the junction point is located exactly p=q turns around the junction point from the principal spoke in the counterclockwise direction. Also, the \longest" spoke is located exactly p=q turns from the principal spoke in the clockwise direction. While this fact is not always true, nevertheless an \expert" in complex dynamics can usually judge where the shortest and longest spokes should lie and thereby read o p=q.
For example, in Figure 2 we display the 2=5 bulb. Note the 5 spokes attached to the junction point and that the shortest spoke is located roughly 2=5 of a turn from the principal spoke in the counterclockwise direction while the longest is located 2=5 of a turn in the opposite direction. Of course, the natural question is what is meant by the \shortest" and \longest" spoke. As in 4], we will use harmonic measure on the boundary of M to determine the size of these spokes. This measure is determined by the length of the interval of external rays that land on each spoke. Our goal then is to present an algorithm for computing exactly the length of this interval. With this algorithm, we will see that the p=q spoke is indeed the shortest. One can in fact use dynamical information about the Julia sets drawn from the p=q bulb to accomplish this. However, we will use a di erent, more combinatorial approach, which is more elementary.
As another example, in Figure 3 we display the 3=7 bulb. Here we see that the shortest spoke is located 3=7 of a turn from the principal spoke. The longest spoke is more di cult to determine. This illustrates why this \visual" method is not completely accurate.
The Mandelbrot set
In this section we recall some of the remarkable results of Douady and Hubbard (see 5]). The Mandelbrot set is given by M = fc 2 C j Q n c (0) 6 ! 1g: Along the boundary of this cardioid, Q c admits a neutral xed point whose multiplier is exp(2 i (c)). As c moves around the boundary of the cardioid in the counterclockwise direction, starting at the cusp, the value of (c) increases monotonically from 0 to 1. In particular, there is a unique point c p=q on the boundary of the cardioid at which (c) = p=q for each rational in (0; 1). One can compute the rays s ? and s + using information about the dynamics of Q c as c passes from the main cardioid into the p=q bulb through c p=q . For c in the main cardioid, Q c has an attracting xed point. As c enters the p=q bulb, this xed point becomes neutral as a repelling q-cycle merges with it. Once inside the p=q bulb, the xed point becomes repelling while the cycle becomes attracting. At the xed point, exactly q dynamical external rays land, two of which are s ? and s + . In fact, these rays land at this xed point for each c inside the p=q limb. From this information, the values of s ? and s + can then be computed using the dynamics of Q c . See 8] or 1] for details. Rather than describe this algorithm in detail, we will discuss a di erent algorithm for computing these angles in the next section.
Computing External Angles
In this section we recall some results from 4] which provide an algorithm for computing upper and lower external angles at c p=q . We will give a formula for the binary representation of these angles. Since these angles have period q under angle doubling, their binary representations will be a repeating sequence of 0's and 1's with length q. That is, s ? will be a sequence of the form s ? = s 1 s 2 : : : s q where s j = 0 or 1. In the sequel we will often denote an in nite repeating sequence simply by s 1 : : :s q when the meaning is clear.
To determine the s j , we let R p=q denote the counterclockwise rotation map of the circle by p=q turns. That is, R p=q ( ) = + p=q mod For example, in the case p=q = 1=4, then`(1=4) = 0001 and u(1=4) = 0010, so that s ? (1=4) = 1=15 (= 0001 in binary) and s + (1=4) = 2=15 = (0010 in binary).
We now turn our attention to the rays landing on the antenna of the p=q bulb. The junction point in the antenna is a Misiurewicz point, meaning that the orbit of the critical point at this c-value is eventually periodic. Proposition 3.2 There is a parameter value w = w p=q in the antenna attached to the p=q bulb that has the following properties:
The orbit of w under z 2 +w lands on a repelling xed point after exactly q iterations. Consider c = ?2. This is a Misiurewicz point in M since the orbit of 0 is xed under Q ?2 after two iterations. The external ray landing at c = ?2 is the 1=2 ray, since c = ?2 lies on the negative real axis. This ray has two binary representations: (01) and (10). Thus c = ?2 is mapped to a point in the p=q limb which is the landing point of the rays s ? s + and s + s ? . The image of c = ?2 is the point w. Since w is the landing point of an external ray that becomes periodic after q binary digits, it follows from 6] that w becomes periodic after q iterations of Q w . Since the repeating part of these angles involves s ? and s + , the rays in the dynamical plane that land on the repelling xed point, it follows that w must in fact land on the repelling xed point alluded to above.
By the above result, we now have four rays landing on the p=q bulb. In order, they are s ? < s ? s + < s + s ? < s + : Note that the length of the arc of rays landing between s ? and s ? s + is at most 1=2 2q?2 since these two rays agree in the rst 2q ? 2 binary digits.
Similarly, the length of the arc of rays landing between s + and s + s ? is also at most 1=2 2q?2 . On the other hand, the length of the arc of rays landing between s ? and s + is exactly 1=(2 q ? 1) (see 4].) Thus many more rays land between the two rays landing at w than at other points on the p=q limb. This fact is illustrated for the 2=5 bulb in Figure 4 .
Since there are q external rays landing at the repelling xed point on which w lands, it follows that there an additional q ? 2 external rays landing at w. We will show in the next section that each of these rays lies between the rays s ? s + and s + s ? . This indicates that the point w is indeed the junction point so evident in the above gures. 
Order of Rays
In this section we determine the external angles of the q rays that land at the junction point w p=q of the antenna in the p=q limb. Two of these angles are given by s ? s + and s + s ? . Since the fundamental blocks of s ? and s + are adjacent in the ordering of binary blocks of length q, it follows that the angles of the rays that land at w p=q must begin with either s ? or s + . This string is called the rst part of the angle. The second part is the repeating string corresponding to shifting the digits in s , since these angles correspond to the periodic rays landing at the repelling xed point.
Moreover, since s + and s ? only di er in the last two digits, it follows immediately that n (s ? ) < n (s + ) for all n with the exception of n mod q ?1. This exception comes from the fact that The next proposition provides us with an increasing ordering for the second part of the angles. Notice that (q ? p) mod q ?1. We claim that (q?p) (s + ) = ?1 (s + ) represents an exterior angle that is smaller than s + . This can be seen comparing the two sequences digit by digit. Let s + = s 1 s 2 : : :s q?2 10. Then ?1 (s + ) = 0s 1 In this case, m (s + ) and (m?1) (s + ) must di er in the last two digits, i.e., they are s + and s ? respectively. However, the rays with these two second parts do not share the same rst parts and consequently they are further apart. This completes the proof.
Remark. Note that this result veri es the observation in the introduction that the smallest spoke is located p=q turns in the counterclockwise direction from the principal spoke in the antenna.
We now identify the longest spoke. From the ordering given by Theorem 5.3, the largest gap between rays must be located when the rst part changes, that is, between the rays s ?
( The last computation exhibits an interesting feature of the largest spoke:
since the measure of the bulb is 1=(2 q ?1) (see 4]), the subset of rays that land on the largest spoke has exactly half the measure of the total set. Similarly, the subset of rays landing at the shortest spoke is 1=2 q?1 th of the total measure. Similar calculations allow us to compute the length of any spoke in the antenna. The proof of the following is therefore left to the reader. 
